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The Project

Coaching Call

a-c-e



“It’s cheaper to use an eraser than a wrecking bar.”

- Frank Lloyd Wright

®

Thinking...
- maybe an addition?

- new building
or a reno?



The Project Coaching Call:
for projects stuck in the ‘ideas’ phase

You have a renovation or a new build in mind..., what happens next?

Book a 60 minute project coaching call with local construction expert Stuart Peaslee.

Stuart has often been asked to assist with projects that have fallen behind-schedule or are

over-budget due to poor planning. The project coaching call is the one call that people suffering

from , WISH they had made BEFORE they startedRPS, (runaway project syndrome)

hemorrhaging cash. On this coaching call, Stuart will identify and define courses and options

to best achieve your goals. You will obtain:

1) a big picture specifically for your type of projectroad map

2) a basic, customized to execute immediately for your next steps.action plan

3) , what are the best choices for your type of project.a list of recommendations

The clarity you achieve in this gives, confidence moving forwardCOACHING CALL

, that average projects face.with action plan in hand  and ways to avoid common pitfalls

Stuart conducts 5 coaching calls per month, booked well in advance, partly due to the

cost of only $125.00 per call. The alternative of having to resuscitate an RPS

victim does not compare. This is the best investment for you to make getting started. It is

impossible to eliminate risks in construction, but keep this thought with you:

‘Quality is never an accident, it is always the result of intelligent planning.’ - John Ruskin

Learn how can be the in your project.The Peaslee Method a-c-e

Stuart D. Peaslee, RA AIA Peaslee Architect, PC

or email:Call now, 718 383 8909 design@stuartpeaslee.com
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stuartpeaslee.com
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